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an energy saving 
alternative to 
renewable systems
Businesses and organisations are under increasing pressure to 
reduce energy consumption and harmful carbon emissions. 
At the same time, with prices in constant flux, many are 
looking for ways to reduce and control energy bills.

That’s where HydrO2 systems come in. Our innovative, energy saving 
systems work along with existing or new commercial heating and hot 
water installations to improve efficiency and reduce costs. The HydrO2 
system uses a mix of clever electronics and fluid dynamics to maximise 
the heat transfer of your boiler and heating system. It can be installed as 
a retro-fit to an existing system or as part of a new boiler house installation 
and is compatible with all types of on-site Building Management System. 

installing a hydro2 system in your boiler room will:
• Reduce fuel consumption by up to 39% 

• Reduce CO2 emissions by up to 39%

• Reduce ongoing heating and cooling system maintenance costs 

• Provide up to 20% more heat from radiators

• Increase the lifespan of heating system components, including 
carbon steel pipes

• Have a quicker payback period than installing renewable systems
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commercial wet 
heating systems
The HydrO2 system is ideally suited for use with  
commercial wet heating systems. 

how it works
Our unique sequence of fluid dynamics within 
each HydrO2 unit removes dissolved oxygen and 
dirt from heating fluids. The fluid heats up more 
quickly as there are no bubbles forming on the 
heat exchanger and heat transfer to the fluid is 
enhanced. The boiler is therefore on for less time, 
saving fuel consumption, money and reducing emissions. 

HydrO2 variable thermal control units set the temperature 
of the water in the header loop by monitoring the flow and 
return pipes coming out of each HydrO2 unit. Once the 
header achieves the set temperature on the flow and 
return it automatically shuts down the heat source. 
The heat source is only switched back on when the 
heating fluid drops below a set temperature.

reducing maintenance
What’s more, HydrO2 systems cut down 
on maintenance costs by removing dirt 
and dissolved oxygen from heating 
fluids which stops rust from forming so 
that corrosion and deposits on both 
sides of plate heat exchangers are 
dramatically reduced. Its unique dirt 
collection system can be manually 
cleaned or it can be fitted with our 
fully automatic emptying system 
with a settlement chamber to leave 
everything running as cleanly and 
effectively as possible.
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Reduce fuel 
consumption, 
carbon emissions 
and heating bills 
by up to 39% 



Once installed, it provides the following benefits:
• Heating bill and carbon emission savings of up to 39% 

• Reduction in CO2 emissions of up to 39%

• Contributes to Energy Savings Opportunity Scheme (ESOS) requirements

• Reduced maintenance costs and improved longevity of systems

• Up to 20% more heat from existing radiators

• Increase in the temperature of the flow and return by 2oC to 4oC

• A short, five-year payback period
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HydrO2 systems come with a two-year warranty on all parts. An additional 
three-year parts warranty can be purchased in the first year after installation.

We also offer a seven-year energy saving performance agreement on all full 
HydrO2 installations. Terms and conditions apply. Ask your installer for details.

hydro2 system layout in a typical boiler room.
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hyDro2 anD  
other systems
The HydrO2 system also delivers energy and heating bill savings with 
other types of commercial heating installation. 

steam boilers
Many steam boiler systems use deaerator tanks 
to store and blend cold incoming water and 
hot return fluid from the steam process. This is 
to remove as much dissolved air from the fluid 
as possible before it returns to the steam boiler. 
Using HydrO2 units protects the steam boiler and 
the deaerator tanks from the effects of corrosive 
elements by reducing the amount of dirt and 
dissolved gases in the new water. 

Reduce fuel 
consumption, 
carbon emissions 
and heating bills 
by up to 10% 

District heating systems
HydrO2 systems can increase the heat 
carrying capacity of District Heating Systems 
and increase their efficiency by up to 20%.

our hydro2 technology provides:
• Better circulation of heating fluid
• Quicker heat-up times
• Longer heat retention 
• Bills reduce from improved heat transfer performance

Reduce fuel 
consumption, 
carbon emissions 
and heating bills 
by up to 20% 
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House House

To heating 
and hot water

To heating 
and hot water

The heat source for the 
district heating could be 
any type of system other 
than the CHP shown below.

1. Coolant cooler
2. Water pump
3. Thermostat
4. Main plate heat exchanger

5. CHP Engine
6. HydrO2 System
7. Domestic plate heat exchanger
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how it works
The HydrO2 system is suitable for any size of district heating network. It improves 
efficiency by eliminating the bubbles forming on the boiler’s heat exchanger or 
inside the Combined Heat and Power (CHP) engines. Heat transfer to and from 
heating fluids is enhanced, reducing the amount of time the boiler or CHP is on, 
which in turn reduces the amount of fuel used. Consumption goes down, bills 
reduce and emissions are cut.

Our installers will advise you on the best configuration for your district heating system 
and each system we install will be specifically tailored to the needs of your area. 

hydro2 system installation in a typical district heating system.

HydrO2 system 
bypass unit



hyDro2 eDucation 
builDing installation 
We installed a HydrO2 system to work with a commercial 
heating system in a large education establishment. The existing 
heating system consisted of three Hamworthy Wimborne gas 
boilers feeding into a 150mm header loop to provide heat and 
hot water to six zones within the building. We fitted two HydrO2 
units to work with the existing heating system - one to the flow 
and one to the return on the header loop. A HydrO2 variable 
thermal control was also fitted to regulate the temperature of 
the heating fluid.

With the HydrO2 system installed, we were able to reduce the outgoing 
temperature of the heating fluid from the boilers from 80oC to 65oC while 
maintaining a comfortable temperature in the building. Radiators now emit 
more heat thanks to the eradication of cold spots as the HydrO2 removes the 
dirt and dissolved oxygen from heating fluids. The hot water tank still supplies 
water at the appropriate temperature.

the results
The HydrO2 system has been in place for two years.  
Initial monitoring after installation showed a 
projected annual energy saving of 39%. 
This saving was supported by data 
collected with Enistic GPRS loggers, a 
pulse meter, and GPRS temperature 
sensors over a two week test 
period.

CASE STUDY

Projected 
annual energy 
saving of 39%
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aDDitional proDucts
Other products that deliver additional energy and heating bill savings. 

enhanced Zone regulator
We have developed an Enhanced Zone Regulator (EZR), specifically designed to 
improve the efficiency of heating zones following HydrO2 installation. The EZR saves 
energy and money by electronically regulating zone temperatures by monitoring 
heating fluid temperatures from that area of the system. 

how it works
The EZR is designed for use with commercial heating systems that operate pumped 
heating zones to supply heat to different parts of a building. These zones are 
normally fed from a large bore circulating header loop which is supplied heat from 
boilers. The header loop acts like a large heat store ready to supply heat to zones 
on demand. Header loop pumps usually run continually. 

Header loop pumps are often controlled by a room thermostat located in the heated 
area. It is usually timed to supply constant heat to that zone for a specific period. 
Installing an EZR enables better thermal control of a zone and reduces the amount 
of fuel consumed and electricity used by the pump. The EZR continually monitors the 
flow and return of a heating zone until the required differential between the flow and 
return is met. The pump in that zone is then switched off until the return temperature 
reduces to a preset figure. The zone pump is then switched back on again. 
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Reduce fuel 
consumption, 
carbon emissions 
and heating bills 
by up to 15% 

hot water heaters 
Greedy, fuel-loving oil, LPG, propane, butane or 
mains gas direct hot water heaters can use large 
amounts of energy. Our innovative HydrO2 Hot 
Water Control reduces the fuel consumption of 
all types of hot water heater. 

how it works
The HydrO2 Hot Water Control treats the incoming cold water at the tank or at the 
incoming water main, removing dirt and dissolved oxygen. It then uses a bronze 
pump to circulate the volume of the tank through a small bore water treatment 
module to minimise the amount of dissolved oxygen in the hot water. This helps 
stop the growth of waterborne bacteria and removes any dirt from the water.

Finally, to stop the wasteful firing of the burner when only low volumes of water 
have been used, we install two temperature sensors to define the demand on the 
water heater and provide a small volume buffer before the burner switches on. 
This can also be used on normal hot water tanks.



FunDing anD  
Finance options
The HydrO2 system conforms with the Energy Savings Opportunity 
Scheme (ESOS) and is a great way for ESOS assessors to provide 
clients with an energy saving option. It is a fantastic way for large 
companies to meet their obligations to take steps to reduce their 
energy consumption and minimise harmful carbon emissions. It also 
means that the installation of a HydrO2 system attracts a range of 
funding and finance options:

an affordable alternative to renewables
The HydrO2 system is a great alternative to the installation of expensive renewable 
technologies. Because it works with existing heating systems, the installation 
process is relatively quick with disruption and downtime limited. What’s more, 
it benefits from a short, five-year payback period on capital expenditure. This is 
quicker than most renewable heating systems available on the market today.

business energy contracts 
If you have negotiated a commercial energy contract, we know that there could 
be embedded clauses where slightly higher rates might apply for gas if your usage 
falls below a set amount.

We want our customers to get the best from their HydrO2 system whenever it is 
installed. So, we have joined forces with commercial energy consultants to help us 
assess any impact of a new HydrO2 system on contracted energy rates. They can 
also use their enormous buying power to get you the best deal available at your 
new level of usage when the system is fitted. Together, we’ll make sure you install 
the HydrO2 system at the right time to maximise your cost savings.

• carbon trust green business Fund 
Providing grant funding of up to a £10,000 capital contribution or 30% of the 
purchase cost of energy saving equipment on project costs of £1,000 or more.

• access to interest Free loans 
Resource Efficient Scotland Ltd helps small and medium-sized enterprises in 
Scotland apply for unsecured, interest-free loans to help towards the cost of 
implementing business energy-efficiency measures like HydrO2.

• Attractive finance options and payment terms from HydrO2 finance partners.

• Affordable leasing contracts for replacement boilers fitted with HydrO2 systems.
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about hyDro2
Each HydrO2 system is designed and manufactured by 
Biskit Controls Ltd. 

Biskit Controls Ltd is an electrical engineering contractor and energy 
efficiency specialist. They developed HydrO2 in 2014 after it became 
apparent that many commercial and industrial heating systems 
operated inefficiently, with a lot of wasted energy. To combat this 
problem, Biskit Controls developed a unique way to enhance heat 
transfer and reduce the energy consumption of boilers. HydrO2 
systems are designed for use with pipe work of between 50 and  
200mm in diameter.

The HydrO2 system was 
developed for commercial 
heating systems, while a similar, 
smaller system called the Hydro 
Genie was created for the 
domestic market.  

A network of 
accredited HydrO2 
installers carry out 
installations across 
the UK and Ireland.



HydrO2 is designed and manufactured in the UK by:
Biskit Controls Ltd, Orchard Mill, Back Loan, Thornhill, 
Stirling, Scotland, FK8 3QB
tel: 01786 850 375
email: hydr02sales@gmail.com
web: www.hydr02.co.uk

get in touch today to discuss hydro2 
and your energy saving requirements. 

scan to view video:


